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Design Touches...

Upstands Curved Edges Sink and Hob Cutouts

MasterQuartz Carrara White



Introducing Quartz Fabrication Ltd. A quartz fabricator with 
state-of-the-art machinery and a working partnership with 
three of the leading and most innovative brand names 
within the industry. 

At Quartz Fabrications Ltd our goal is to ensure that we 
supply your quartz project with the highest quality standard 
available.
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Instant Quote Service
www.quartzfabrications.co.uk

Is your customer undecided on upstands and splashbacks 
etc? Add them on to the quote. All of the items you select 
are individually priced so it’s easy for you to offer multiple 
quotes.  

We have an in house team of programmers, templaters 
and fitters allowing us to oversee every step of the process, 
ensuring we supply each order with the highest degree of 
care and quality.

We have invested in the latest state of the art machinery 
helping to ensure that all our products leave the factory to 
the highest standard.

What Quartz 
Fabrications Ltd can 

offer you?
We are able to offer an instant quote 
service using our website:  
www.quartzfabrications.co.uk.  
Once you have applied and had your 
account opened you can

Quoting and ordering can be 
completed on line within minutes 
with our easy to use step by step 
process.

You can select various brands and 
colours, edge profiles, enter work 
surface dimensions and select 
additions required to get your quote 
or place an order.

MasterQuartz Arctic White

MasterQuartz Arctic White



Quartz Fabrications Limited in partnership with

Quartz Fabrications are proud to introduce 
MasterQuartz as part of the product portfolio.

MasterQuartz takes the best out of nature and 
combines it with design to create a long lasting 
and beautiful work surface.

Working in unison, the research and design team 
have ensured the product is at the forefront 
of the industry, offering the latest innovative 
colours and designs.

MasterQuartz material is ideal for kitchen 
worktops, bathroom surfaces, vanities and 
commercial interiors.
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Overview
17 colours stocked in the UK

All available in 20mm and 30mm 
3000mm x 1400mm slab sizes

Black Sparkle
£

Carrara White
£££

Capristone
££££

Calacatta Platinum
££££

Beach Sparkle
£

Massa
£££

Iceland Sparkle
£££

Pewter Speckle
££

Country Stone
£££

Verona
£££

Milano Grey
££

White Sparkle
£

Pure White
££

Arctic Carrara
£££

Slate Riviera
£££

Sand Speckle
££

Grey Sparkle
£

MARKETING SUPPORT
Sample box now available

Call 03330 063070 
for details 

MasterQuartz Massa

Price Group 1 Price Group 2 Price Group 4Price Group 3



Quartz Fabrications Limited in partnership with
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Instant Quote Service
www.quartzfabrications.co.uk

All available in 20mm and 30mm   |   3000mm x 1400mm slab sizes

Full Slab Representation

Arctic Carrara
£££

Carrara White
£££

Country Stone
£££

Massa
£££

Slate Riviera
£££

Verona
£££

Calacatta Platinum
££££

Capristone
££££

Price Group 3

Price Group 4



Quartz Fabrications Limited in partnership with

Quartz Fabrications have teamed up with 
Caesarstone, an early pioneer and leader of the 
natural quartz surface market.

Caesarstone’s dominant position in the market has 
been achieved through continuous investment, 
extensive research and development.

Caesarstone is a beautiful engineered quartz stone 
which comprises approximately 93% natural quartz.

The surfaces are ideal for virtually any interiors 
work surface, from kitchen worktops, countertops, 
bathroom worktops, vanities, wall panelling and 
commercial interiors.

The hard, non-penetrable surface makes cleaning 
simple and in most cases, soap and water or a mild 
detergent are all that are required to maintain its 
lustre.

Overview
50 colours stocked in the UK

All available in 20mm and 30mm

Selected colours available in 
13mmInstant Quote Service

www.quartzfabrications.co.uk
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Quartz Fabrications have teamed up with one of the 
leading and most recognised brands in the quartz 
market.

In a demanding world, it is very important to have 
a material up with Silestone, one of the that is the 
only one of its kind. Silestone and the Cosentino 
Group support all showrooms and dealers with a 
unique product and marketing focus - generating 
trends and demands within the marketplace.

Silestone’s design-led range contains 50 colours, all 
stocked within the UK. They are available in 30, 20 
and 12mm.

Silestone is a compound made up of 94% natural 
quartz, which make it extraordinarily hard and 
resilient. It is an excellent surface for kitchen 
worktops, bathrooms, floors and wall cladding using 
the minimum number of joints.

Overview
50 colours stocked in 
the UK

All available in 30mm, 
20mm and 12mm

Silestone White Arabesque

Caesarstone 4011 Cloudburst Concrete
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Inside our 
factory

At Quartz Fabrications Limited, using new 
state-of-the-art machinery within our 
purpose-built factory, we specialise in 
creating signature and bespoke quartz 
worktops for each individual project.

*Butt up end panels and various splashbacks are also available.

Edge Detail Options*

Additional Worksurface Options*

Ogee  £

Pencil  £

Square with Chamfer

£ Profiles have an additional charge

Sharks Nose  £

Full Radius

Radius Corner

Unpolished Cut Out

Angled Corner

Polished Cut Out

Drainer Grooves 
Does not include cut-out

Additional Hole & Electric 
Socket Cut Out

Rebated Hob 
Does not include cut-out

Recessed Drainer 
Does not include cut-out

Reverse Polish

Mitred End
2 x Mitred Ends

Technical Information Page
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Quartz Fabrications Ltd
Unit 3, 2 Potter Place

West Pimbo, Skelmersdale
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